Knowledge and innovation
network for climate-proof deltas

CLUSTER

The Climate Campus is a valuable
knowledge and innovation network for
climate-adaptive deltas. This campus
is a unified effort of more than forty
organisations with the joint ambition to
set up an international testing ground
for climate adaptation, starting in the
IJssel-Vechtdelta region. The initiators
are committed to the implementation
and acceleration of climate adaptation
in connection with social transitions
such as energy, food and health, and
smart . Together with the community
- inhabitants, institutions and
companies – the initiators develop
regions into urban and rural areas
that are climate-proof and have a high
quality of life and a strong economy.

Cluster of professionals with
knowledge and services to realise
climate-proof deltas

The Climate Campus promotes
projects and programmes
in the [demonstration delta]
IJssel-Vecht delta and across
the region. It stimulates
innovations, start-ups, exemplary
projects, research, training and
education for climate adaptation.

COMMUNITY
Community of ‘end users’,
residents, housing corporations,
healthcare institutions, companies and
anyone with questions about climateproof housing, work, development,
entrepreneurship.

Climate Campus is a foundation with a board
representing education, research, government,
entrepreneurs and ‘bottom-up’ input.
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The Climate Campus has Spoorzone Zwolle as its home base, an urban development area for climate adaptation.

Plan of action
Climate Campus 2018-2019
Excel in climate adaptation by excelling in implementation power
Theme groups climateadaptive deltas
Knowledge centre for
climate-adaptive deltas

Brokerage function,
from idea to
knowledge, innovation
and products

Knowledge sessions
& meetings and own
conference?

Talent development

Physical location?

Gathered ideas,
from network
sessions in 2017

Task force
Climate-active City
Living Lab & Demo sites

Innovation agenda

Check out the entire plan of action at
www.climate-campus.nl
Interested in cooperating in this
network? Then drop us a line at
www.climate-campus.nl and follow us
on Twitter @ClimateCampus
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